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Goals
The goal of the survey carried out within the Destex project was to gather information on the advanced textile materials production sector. Advanced textiles materials sector is an emerging sector focusing on the technical aspects and contributions of textile materials rather than or the aesthetics.
However, in order to foster innovation, higher education systems need to bring in
the creativity culture to textile engineering programs in higher education as a way
to unlock the innovation pottential in the advanced textile manufacturing industry.
This survey aims to establish what approach the results of the Destex project
should have in relation to the concerns, deficits and needs that do not facilitate the
innovation and design processes in the textile sector.

Methodology
The survey has been carried out online through the Google survey application and
has been answered by 51 people, 13 of them students, and the rest of them with
professional profiles, divided between higher education staff (25) and professionals
from companies and entities of innovation (22).
Some of them had mixed profiles from different categories at the same time, being
for example higher education staff and practitioners at the same time.
The participants have been proposed by the partners of the Destex project.

Characterisation of the participants
• 25,5% of the participants were students, and the rest are practitoners, divided
between high education staff (49%) and professionals from companies and innovation organizations (43,1%)
• Practitioners were mostly doing tasks in “Design and production control”
(37,9%), “R+D“(24,1%) and “Design” (24,1%)
• University staff was mostly working as “Researcher” (36,7%) or “Teacher”
(36,7%)
• Ages of the participants were “between 25 and 35” (41,2%), “between 35 and
45” (21,6%), “between 45 and 55” (19,6%), “more than 55” (9,8%), and “less than
25” (7,8%)
• They develop their activity in Denmark (8,33%), Spain (8,33%), Greece (38,89%),
Italy (27,78%), Sweden (11,11%), other countries (5,56%)
• Their main areas of expertise are “Research” (51%), “Product Design” (45,1%),
“Textile manufacturing” (35,3%), “Advanced textiles” (29,4%), “Textile design”
(23,5%) and “Interior design” (5,9%)
• Their experience with Open Educational Resources is mostly “weak” (29,4%),
“very weak” (21,6%) or directly zero (19,6%)

Summary of the answers
Part 2 - Collaboration between the advanced manufacturing textile sector and design and innovation
To the question “Do you think that graduates possess sufficient skills and knowledge to access to qualified jobs in the advanced manufacturing textiles sector?” 58,8% of the participants answered “NO”,
justifying their answer with assertions like “they lack of technical skills”, “lack of experience” or “practical skills”.
To the question “Do you think that the advanced textile manufacturing curricula contain enough courses
on creativity and innovation?” even more answered “NO”, a 68,6%. Both answers leave clear that there
is a gap between the advanced manufacturing textile sector and creativity and innovation.
Almost half of the participants that work in private sector (48,4%) do it in organisations that promote the
collaboration with academia, a really good result, and almost half of the participants who work at the
university (42,4%) promote the collaboration with the private sector “a lot”. When being asked to give
ideas to improve this collaboration academia-private sector participants answered things like “improve
the potential of design and technical PhD’s to collaborate”, “university must be more connected with the
private sector” or “introduce internships during a semester”.
The most repeated answers to the question “state main problems and challenges to apply advanced textiles in the design sector” have been “lack of adequate courses”, “Lack of professionals who can link the
advanced textiles sector with the market” or “Universities inability to link the advanced textiles sector
with the market”.
The most common answers about the main competencies to let industrial design to apply advanced
textiles have been “Knowledge about the properties of advanced textiles / new raw materials”, “Knowledge about the different applications of advanced textile” and “Knowledge about advanced production
processes”. These last two questions leave clear than technical background is missing in the creative
sectors and that the academia is not filling this gap.
The most agreed statements related to the advanced manufacturing sector have been with a big difference “Creativity and innovation are key factors of differentiation”, “Sustainability is a tool that can help
the advanced textiles sector to differentiate”, and “Transdisciplinarity is necessary”.

Summary of the answers
Part 3 - Questions about the virtual platform
About the kind of contents that the participants expect to find in the open educational platform the participants answered mostly “case studies”. “Creative tools”, “practical information about how to implement a
raw material”, or “methodological tools” have been also frequent answers.
They consider in a 90,2% that the platform should be practical AND theoretical, and they consider that it
should be used mostly “in companies, to teach their workers”, “in a workshop, outside from the normal curricula” or “as a self learning tool”, both for students or practitioners.
About the format of the contents they want to find mostly videos (70,6%), presentations (58,8%) or interactive documents, like a survey (41,2%).

Conclusions
These results (that you can see in detail and divided by kinds of participants in the next pages) demonstrate that there is a lack of connection between the advanced manufacturing textile sector and creative
disciplines and innovation, also because of the transition between the university to a highly specialized
sector is complicated. In opinion of the participants this happens because there are not enough technical
learnings in the creative universities curricula, and not enough innovation and creativity learnings in the
technical one.
We can see how important is this link between creativity and the technical background when the partipants consider that creativity and innovation are the main differentiation factors, followed by sustainability, that in some aspects is also connected to innovation.
I’ts good to see how these results are commonly agreed -with really small differences- by the three different kinds of participants who answered the survey (practitioners, higher education staff and higher
education students). Our platform wants to give solutions to the three of them, and to know that they
have common challenges will be helpful to design its contents and structure.
All of these facts show that this platform and the rest of the contents of the Destex project can fill and
important gap between these strategic sectors with high added value, and also facilitate the transition
from the university to the working market.

Annex with the results of the survey
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In which country do you develop your activity?
Australia
Denmark
Spain
Greece
Italy 		
Sri Lanka
Sweden

1
3
3
14
10
1
4

(2,78%)
(8,33%)
(8,33%)
(38,89%)
(27,78%)
(2,78%)
(11,11%)
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In case your answer was “NO” in the question before, what do you think is the main lack to introduce these skills?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thinking and prototyping.
I think they need to get some work experience before accessing directly to qualified jobs in advances manufacturing.
Education
Practical skills related to textiles/fibers technology, processes and manufacturing. Visits at companies and factories, or
Workshops/Courses with companies may help.
Deeply critical and creative thinking.
As in many other fields the graduates has a good basic knowledge but still needs a lot of training to be able o have a more
advanced position
Product safety, quality controll, textile testning and complience
Eachc ompany has its own particularity. So i think they don’t possess sufficient skills but I think the students are now more
qulified to adaptd to different situation. I mean, that they could access to qualified jobs more quickly than past generations
more research is required
Technical skills
Lack of production facilities accessible while studying
Lack of time in the curriculum for in depth experimentation
There is a lack between theoretical knowledge and practical applications
Experience, due the fact that textile Sector has a wide range of different expertise required (i.e. weaving and dyeing have different mindset)
Knowledge about production and production processes in details
It’s a high specialized sector and university tends to give general knowledge
Professional skills and methods for problem resolution minset
Experienced academians in new technologies. Stack mentality to the ways of the past
VERY VAGUE QUESTION. IT DEPENDS ON THE SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. FOR MY DEPARTMENT, THIS
IS NOT A PRIORITY SUBJECT.
Experience
What we were taught was so limited and inadequate that they did not respond to the labor market.
I am between yes and no, but close to yes they should have more practice
General knowledge and not specialization in specific sectors
Practicing and the details that nobody here can provide you with
Because there is no proper research by teachers to teach them properly in higher education
direct knowledge of the market, industrial processes and real problems, product compliance with sustainability
Technical topics of materials and processes
Mismatch between the highly technical needs of the industry and the offerings of educational courses. Also that there is a
lack of motivation due to limited understanding of the potential in the industry.
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In case your answer was “Not at all”, “not much” or “a bit” in the question before, how would you make this situation improve?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve the potential for design PhD and technical phds to collaborate.
Introduce an internship semester/period or have joint research projects (possibly thesis work)
I believe a closer collaboration between the business and the education would benefit us all greatly but that needs a better
administration and clear goals
The academia has to respect industry competence, as equal knowledge.
University needs to have more ways to connect with private sector and viceversa
There are many bureaucratic problems
The connection between the university and the private sector should be stronger, via internships, common projects, etc
Teaching with and by real projects and challenges learning by doing
Educational/ Training seminars within the company
I would try to update myself more so that I could update my managers as well
They are not interested in our own promotion
Probably more than a bit, but mostly collaborations are limited to particular funded projects. Could be done more holistically,
along with more interdisciplinary work within the University.
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Please state the main problems/ challenges in order to apply advanced textiles in the design sector
from 1 (not at all) to 5 (a lot)
Higher education staff
Lack of adequate training courses 							3,76
Lack of professionals who can link the advanced textiles sector with the market 		
3,76
Lack of investment to implement innovative materials 					
3,69
Lack of knowledge about advanced textiles in the design/industry sectors 			
3,69
Necessity for a more consolidated value chain that facilitates access to these materials
3,65
Universities inability to link the advanced textiles sector with the market			
3,65
Practitioners
Lack of professionals who can link the advanced textiles sector with the market		
3,77
Lack of adequate training courses							3,77
Universities inability to link the advanced textiles sector with the market			
3,68
Lack of knowledge about advanced textiles in the design/industry sectors			
3,67
Lack of investment to implement innovative materials					
3,66
Higher education students
Lack of adequate training courses							3,63
Universities inability to link the advanced textiles sector with the market			
3,63
Lack of professionals who can link the advanced textiles sector with the market		
3,59
Lack of knowledge about advanced textiles in the design/industry sectors			
3,59
Lack of investment to implement innovative materials					
3,44
Necessity for a more consolidated value chain that facilitates access to these materials

3,44
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Indicate what in your opinion is the importance, from 1 (not important) to 5 (very important) of the following competencies in
order to let industrial design application to the advanced textiles manufacturing
Higher education staff
Knowledge about the properties of advanced textiles / new raw materials			
4,35
Knowledge about the different applications of advanced textile				
4,27
Understanding of customers’ and market needs						
4,20
Ability to shape new ideas for new products development					
4,18
Knowledge about modern Textile Technology						4,14
Knowledge about advanced production processes						4,14
Practitioners
Knowledge about the properties of advanced textiles / new raw materials			
4,35
Knowledge about the different applications of advanced textile				
4,26
Understanding of customers’ and market needs						
4,21
Knowledge about advanced production processes						4,13
Knowledge about modern Textile Technology						4,12
Higher education students
Knowledge about the properties of advanced textiles / new raw materials			
4,48
Knowledge about the different applications of advanced textile				
4,26
Knowledge about advanced production processes						4,22
Understanding of customers’ and market needs						
4,22
Knowledge about modern Textile Technology						4,19
Ability to shape new ideas for new products development					
4,19
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How much do you agree from 1 to 5 of the following statements related to the advanced textile manufacturing sector?
Higher education staff
Creativity and innovation are key factors of differentiation					
4,35
Sustainability is a tool that can help the advanced textiles sector to differentiate		
4,35
Transdisciplinarity is necessary								4,14
A good implementation through design is important					
3,96
There is a strong growth potential							3,80
Stakeholders should be involved in the design process					
3,71
Practitioners
Creativity and innovation are key factors of differentiation					
4,35
Sustainability is a tool that can help the advanced textiles sector to differentiate		
4,35
Transdisciplinarity is necessary								4,14
A good implementation through design is important					
3,94
There is a strong growth potential							3,80
Stakeholders should be involved in the design process					
3,68
Higher education students
Sustainability is a tool that can help the advanced textiles sector to differentiate		
4,56
Creativity and innovation are key factors of differentiation					
4,48
Transdisciplinarity is necessary								4,41
There is a strong growth potential							4,15
A good implementation through design is important					
3,96
Stakeholders should be involved in the design process					
3,74
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What kind of contents do you expect to find in an open educational platform for industrial and creative design in advanced textile
manufacturing?
Higher education staff
Case studies with good examples I can learn from						
4,25
Creative tools										4,16
Practical information about how to implement a new material				
4,10
Notions about how to implement innovation in the textile sector				
4,08
Innovation tools										4,06
Practitioners
Case studies with good examples I can learn from						
4,25
Practical information about how to implement a new material				
4,15
Creative tools										4,13
Notions about how to implement innovation in the textile sector				
4,09
Knowledge about the most common difficulties in projects in this sector			
4,05
Innovation tools										4,04
Higher education students
Case studies with good examples I can learn from						
4,41
Creative tools										4,07
Methodological tools									3,96
Notions about how to implement innovation in the textile sector				
3,96
Knowledge about the most common difficulties in projects in this sector			
3,93
Environmental assessment tools								3,89
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Where do you think it is the best context to use the virtual learning platform that the Destex project is going to develop?
Higher education staff
In companies, to teach their workers			
In a workshop, outside from the normal curricula		
As a self-learning tool for practictioners			
As a self-learning tool for students			

3,98
3,84
3,78
3,69

Practitioners
In companies, to teach their workers			
In a workshop, outside from the normal curricula		
As a self-learning tool for students			
As a self-learning tool for practictioners			

3,99
3,82
3,75
3,75

Higher education students
In a workshop, outside from the normal curricula		
As a self-learning tool for students			
In companies, to teach their workers			
As a self-learning tool for practictioners			
At class, in a normal subject				

3,85
3,81
3,81
3,70
3,56
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